Second Essay Assignment: 
Recommending an Article

DUE DATES

By Tuesday 10/5: An individual meeting with Teeka during her office hours or with James during his office hours, or meet with an instructor in the English 800 Lab

Friday 10/8: Final draft with rough draft and notes from your individual conference attached due in my office (17-125) by 1:00 p.m.

This Unit’s Quotations (See attached sheet as well.)

+ The only place where success comes before hard work is in the dictionary.” ~Vidal Sassoon

+ The best way to make your dreams come true is to wake up.” ~Paul Valery

Assignment: What You Need to Do

Write an essay indicating which of two readings (Chapter 12 from John Wooden’s book They Call Me Coach or “The Disease of Me” from Pat Riley’s book The Winner Within) you think new student-athletes to the CSM football team should be required to read.

Your essay should consist of three parts: a section about the difficulties of attaining success, a section summarizing each of the two essays, and a section explaining the rationale for your recommendation. The recommendation section should compare the strengths and weaknesses of the two essays to show why you recommend one over the other.

1 Teeka James’ office is located in building 17-125; my hours are M-F 11-12 and by individual arrangement. (Phone 574-6390) I am on campus all day every day. James Carranza’s office is located in building 17-117; his hours are MW 3-4 held in the EOPS office and by appointment. (Phone 574-6568)